Nuclear deoxyribonucleic acid polymerases of liver.
Hepatic nuclei that are isolated in aquenous solutions of low ionic strength or glycerol contain all or nearly all the nonmitochondrial DNA polymerase activity of the cell. The presence of polymerase activity in the cytoplasm is due to extraction of nuclear enzymes by buffer and inorganic salts. Even with low ionic strength solutions, some leaching of nuclear enzymes occurs if the concentration of liver in the homogenizing medium is greater than 10%. As defined by sucrose gradient analysis, the normal adult rat liver nucleus contains mainly or entirely a single species of DNA polymerase (3.2 S) whereas the regenerating nucleus after 70% hepatectomy has an additional enzyme (7.1 S). The total activity of regenerating nuclei is about twice the normal value. The increase resides in the 7.1 S activity. The 7.1 S DNA polymerase had been purified partially from regenerating liver nuclei (isolated in low ionic strength solutions) and cytosol (prepared under conditions of nuclear enzyme extraction). The properties of the activity from the two sources are indistinguishable. A mixture of albumin and spermidine enhances by several-fold the activities of the 3.2 S and 7.1 S DNA polymerases. In the presence of spermidine, but not in its absence, the activity of the 7.1 S DNA polymerase is strictly proportional to the amount of the enzyme preparation.